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Family Constellations: Ghislaine Leung on 
navigating her identity as an artist and mother

Unbounded

see this as a limitation. I disagree 
that suffering is indicative of being 
a good artist. I’m not saying I’m not 
perpetually in a situation of crisis.

[…]
This practice isn’t something 

that’s done. It’s a maintenance act, 
it’s something I maintain in myself 
against something else. It has to 
have that relational framework, 
it’s idiosyncratic and subjective. 
Whatever myth I’ve internalized is 
not going to be yours, that’s yours 
to change. I believe how I’ve inter-
nalized that system and how you 
have internalized the system can 
be changed, but you need a lot of 
help to do that. It’s not something 
I could have got to on my own, it’s 
a product of community and history 
and luck and conversations like 
this. If I was off by myself I wouldn’t 
have got there. There’s a projection 
in competitive society that everyone 
else can run to it and keep up. But 
if intimacy occurs there’s a moment 
when that competitiveness disap-
pears into a moment of solidarity. 
Art is an immense psychological 
risk. It’s hard to take that risk 
without support. 

I want to create an identity where 
not all is carried on an industrial, 
functional infrastructure, based on 
labour and market. In different con-
texts I’m different things. I’m Jewish 
and I’m Chinese. I’m also neither, 
because I’m not a practising Jew and 
I don’t speak Chinese and I never 
met my Chinese family. I’m also 
British, but am I really? Your coher-
ence is based on whether you can 
trade as a certain commodity. I could 
be that commodity, I could do that 
high-functioning neoliberal labour, 
but why is that what commitment 
is? I don’t want that. Commitment 
could be something else. So then, 
what boundaries can I set up against 
that unlimited self that I’m suppos-
ing I should function as? If I’m my 
own boss, maybe I should start to 
acknowledge the limitations, rather 
than trying to overcome them? Are 
they even limitations? Maybe they 
are just things I care about? Without 
which I would perish •
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The following is excerpted from 
Ghislaine Leung’s Bosses (Divided 
Publishing, 2023). In the book, Leung 
describes her experience of mother-
hood as an artist and its interplay with 
crisis and labour.

THE NEGOTIATION OF LIMITS in my work 
is about trying to undo a certain 
dialectic of value, trying to under-
stand the thing I have or don’t have 
as a resource, trying to understand 
the situation I’m in as a resource. 
I have a fantasy or speculation that 
I should be unlimited, and a pro-
jected notion of what unlimitedness 
should look like in a daily practice 
or in an exhibition space. Within 
that fantasy limits are perceived as 
a hinderance – my financial ability, 
my need for stable employment, 
my commitment as a mother, my 
body, my political efficacy. But those 
limits, those dependencies could be 
turned around to become a resource 
for making artwork in another way, 
in a way that you don’t know what 
it’s going to do. And I constantly 
have to decide to maintain this turn. 

Whatever projection you have 
about how you should be working 
as an artist is definitely an internal 
one. It’s about understanding how 

the material conditions of your 
situation have consequences. 
‘I have to function in a way that goes 
against my hormones, that makes 
it seem like I’m always the same.’ 
‘It won’t work if I don’t work 16 
hours a day.’ This is my default way 
of seeing things; then there is my 
inability to be able to work on the 
same terms as that fantasy. Maybe 
it’s not working because you work 
16 hours a day. Maybe there is fear of 
the point of internality or reflection 
that that space might produce. 
I want to understand the inactive 
forms of life; it’s not necessarily best 
that you are always in the visible, 
active form of production. It’s 
about not operating on the basis of 
external validation.

If you think about financial 
autonomy as a way of being sup-
ported, you can also think of other 
things as support. What I’m describ-
ing are not limits but life, other 
forms of life that are not your art-in-
dustrial life. I have dependents, 
friends, family, outside the parame-
ter of my artist identity. Do I think of 
my daughter as a limitation? She’s 
not a limitation, she’s my life. I don’t 
want – politically, emotionally, 
psychologically – I don’t want to 
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